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TRUST in PARLIAMENT – List of Questions and Variable Values
Survey name

Afrobarometer
AFB Round2

Variable
name in the
dataset
Q43B

AFB Round3

q55b

AFB Round4

Q49B

CDCEE
Consolidation of
Democracy in
Central and
Eastern Europe

V255

Question- Questionnaire item

How much do you trust each of the following, or
haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The
Parliament?

Variable value

0-Not at all,
1-A little bit
2-A lot
3-A very great deal
9-Don’t Know/Haven’t Heard Enough
98-Refused to Answer
-1-Missing Data
How much do you trust each of the following, or
0-Not at all
haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The
1-Just a little
Parliament/National Assembly?
2-Somewhat
3-A lot
9-Don’t Know/Haven’t Heard Enough
98-Refused to Answer
-1-Missing Data
How much do you trust each of the following, or
0-Not at all
haven’t you heard enough about them to say:
1-Just a little
Parliament?
2-Somewhat
3-A lot
9-Don’t Know/Haven’t Heard Enough
98-Refused to Answer
-1-Missing Data
In order to get ahead, people need to have
1-Totally
confidence and to feel that they can trust themselves 2- To a certain point
and others. To what degree do you think that you
3-Little,
can trust the following totally, to a certain point,
4-Not at all
little, or not at all? The parliament
8-DK (W2), 9 NA

Harmonia
variable
name
Tr_parli

Tr_parli

Tr_parli

Tr_parli
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1 - Do not trust at all
Tr_parli
EQLS
Y11_Q28a
Nationality] parliament / How much you personally
2-2, 3-3, 4-4, 5-5, 6-6, 7-7, 8-8, 9-9,
European Quality
trust each of the following institutions
10- 10 - Trust completely
of Life Survey
98 -DK; 99- Ref
CB 2009
Caucasus
Barometer

TRUPARL

CB 2010
CB 2011

TRUPARL

CB 2012

TRUPARL

AMB 2004-2012
Americas
Barometer

b13

I will read out a list of social institutions and political
unions. Please assess your level of trust toward each
of them on a 5-point scale, where ‘1’ means “Fully
distrust”, and ‘5’ means “Fully trust”. First, please tell
me how much you trust /country’s/..Parliament
I will read out a list of social institutions and political
unions. Please assess your level of trust toward each
of them on a 5
-point scale, where ‘1’means “Fully distrust”, and ‘5’
means “Fully trust”. First, please tell me how much
do
you trust or distrust /country’s/ ...Parliament?
I will read out a list of social institutions and political
unions. Please assess your level of trust toward each
of them on a 5-point scale, where „1‟ means “Fully
distrust”, and „5‟ means “Fully trust”. First, please
tell me how much do you trust or distrust /country’s/
...Parliament?

1- Fully distrust
2,3,4
5- Fully trust
-1- Don't know
-2- Refused
1-Fully distrust
2- Somewhat distrust
3- Neither trust nor distrust
4- Somewhat trust
5- Fully trust
-2-Refuse to answer
-1-Don't know
1-Fully distrust
2- Somewhat distrust
3- Neither trust nor distrust
4- Somewhat trust
5- Fully trust
-2-Refuse to answer
-1-Don't know

Tr_parli

To what extent do you trust the National Congress?
(2004, 2006, 2008, 2010)

English: 1 –Not at all
2,3,4,5,6
7 A lot

Tr_parli

Spanish*: 1-1 Nada
2,3,4,5,6,
7= Mucho
888888-DK
988888-NR
999999-N/A

.

*The dataset for Americas Barometer (2004-2012) is in Spanish, that is why variable values are presented both in English and in Spanish

Tr_parli

Tr_parli
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LB 1995
p27i
Please look at this card and tell me how much
1- A lot
Tr_parli
LB 1996
p33i
confidence you have in each of the following groups, 2-Some
LB 1997
sp63f
institutions or persons mentioned on the list: a lot,
3- A little
LB 2000
p35st.f
some, a little or no confidence?(INTERVIEWER read 4- No confidence
LatinoBarometro
each of the following institutions and write for each 8- Don't know (don't read)
one) The National Congress (Federal in Mexico)
0- No answer
LB 2001
p61stf
Please look at this card and tell me how much
1-A lot
Tr_parli
confidence you have in each of the following groups, 2-Some
institutions or persons mentioned on the list: a lot,
3-A little
some, a little or no confidence? Trust in National
4-None
Congress/Parliament
8-Don´t know
0-No answer
LB 2002
p36std
Please look at this card and tell me how much
1- A lot
Tr_parli
confidence you have in each of the following groups/ 2-Some
institutions. Would you say you have a lot, some, a
3- A little
little or no confidence? National
4-No confidence
Congress/Parliament
8-Don´t know
9-No applicable
0-No answer
LB 2003
p21stf
Please look at this card and tell me how much
1- A lot
Tr_parli
confidence you have in each of the following groups/ 2-Some
institutions. Would you say you have a lot, some, a
3- A little
little or no confidence? The National Congress/
4-No confidence
Parliament
8-Don´t know
9-No applicable
0-No answer
LB 2004

p34stf

Please look at this card and tell me how much
confidence you have in each of the following
groups/institutions. Would you say you have a lot,
some, a little or no confidence?
Congress/Parliament

1- A lot
2-Some
3- A little
4-No confidence
8-Don´t know
9-No applicable
0-No answer

Tr_parli
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LB 2005
p45sta
Please look at this card and tell me how much
1- A lot
Tr_parli
confidence you have in each of the following groups, 2-Some
institutions or persons mentioned on the list: a lot,
3- A little
some, a little or no confidence?
4-No confidence
Congress/Parliament
8-Don´t know
9-No applicable
0-No answer/ Don´t know
LB 2006
P24ST.F
Please look at this card and tell me how much
0- Don’t know/No answer
Tr_parli
confidence you have in each of the following groups, 1- Have a lot
institutions or persons mentioned on the list: a lot,
2- Some
some, a little or no confidence? National
3- A little
Congress/Parliament
4- No confidence
8- Don’t know
LB 2007
p24st.f
Please look at this card and tell me how much trust
0-No answer
Tr_parli
you have in each of the following groups/institutions. 1-A lot of confidence
Would you say you have a lot (1), some (2), a little (3) 2-Some confidence
or no trust (4)? (READ EACH ALTERNATIVE AND TICK 3-Little confidence
ONE FOR EACH) National Congress/Parliament
4-No confidence at all
8-Don´t know
LB 2008
p28st.a
Please look at this card and tell me, how much trust 0-No answer
Tr_parli
LB 2009
p26st.a
you have in each of the following groups, institutions 1-A lot of confidence
or persons: a lot (1), some (2),a little (3) or no trust
2-Some confidence
(4)? National Congress/Parliament
3-Little confidence
4-No confidence at all
8-Don´t know
LB 2010
P20ST.A
Please look at this card and tell me, how much trust 0-No answer
Tr_parli
do you have in each of the following
1-A lot of confidence
groups/institutions. Would you say you have a lot (1), 2-Some confidence
some (2), a little (3) or no trust (4) National
3-Little confidence
Congress/ Parliament
4-No confidence at all
8-Don´t know
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IVS= 5 WVS+4 EVS E075
I am going to name a number of organizations. For
1 -A great deal
Integrated World
each one, could you tell me how much confidence
2 -Quite a lot
Tr_parli
and European
you have in them: is it a great deal of confidence,
3 -Not very much
Value Surveys
quite a lot of confidence, not very much confidence 4- None at all
or none at all?
-1- Don´t know
Parliament
-2-'No answer
-3-Not applicable
-4-Not asked in survey
-5-Missing; Unknown
ASB Wave 1
ASB Wave 2
ASB Wave 3
Asian Barometer

q010
q010
q11

I’m going to name a number of institutions. For each
one, please tell me how much trust you have in
them. Is it a great deal of trust, quite a lot of trust,
not very much trust, or none at all? Parliament

1-A great deal of trust
2-Quite a lot of trust
3-Not very much trust
4-None at all
7-Do not understand the question
8- Can’t choose
9-Decline to answer

Tr_parli

ARB Wave 1
Arab Barometer

q2013

I’m going to name a number of institutions. For each
one, please tell me how much trust you have in
them. Is it a great deal of trust, quite a lot of trust,
not very much trust, or none at all? (Do not read:
Does not understand the question, can’t choose,
decline to answer) Parliament

1- A great deal of trust
2 -Quite a lot of trust
3 - Not very much trust
4 -None at all
98 - Can’t Choose/Don’t know
99 - Decline to Answer

Tr_parli

Recently many people are talking about trusting or
distrusting various organs of power, public
organizations, and mass media. Please look at this
card and say whether you completely trust or
completely distrust: Supreme Soviet

1- Completely distrust
2-Don't trust very much
3-Trust
4-Completely distrust
7-Don’t know
8-Refused
9-Not asked

Tr_parli

FSU 1992
V184.6
Panel Study of
Political Values in
the Former Soviet
Union
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AES
V0045
Now, could you tell me how much confidence you
1- A great deal
Tr_parli
Asia Europe
have in each of the following? There
2- Quite a lot
Survey
may be one or two items on the list that you haven’t 3 - Not much
thought much about. If so, just tell me
4- None at all
and we’ll go to the next item. (Circle one answer for 5- Don't know
each statement) The National Parliament
6- Haven't thought much about it
7- No answer
ESS Wave 1-5
trstprl
Using this card, please tell me on a score of 0-10 how 0- No trust at all
Tr_parli
ESS Wave 6
trstprl
much you personally trust each of the institutions I
1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
European Social
read out. 0 means you do not trust an institution at
10- Complete trust
Survey
all, and 10 means you have complete trust. Firstly... ? 77 -Refusal
[country]’s parliament?
88- Don't know
99- No answer
EB 2010
v272
I would like to ask you a question about how much
1 Tend to trust
Tr_parli
Eurobarometer
trust you have in certain institutions. For each of the 2 Tend not to trust
following institutions, please tell me if you tend to
3 DK
trust it or tend not to trust it.
9 Inap. CY-TCC (coded 33 in V6)
(ONE ANSWER PER LINE - READ OUT)
Q.A14_3 The (NATIONALITY PARLIAMENT) (USE
PROPER NAME FOR LOWER HOUSE )
EB 2000
v320
Q.59 Now, I would like to ask you about how much
1- Tend to trust
Tr_parli
trust you have in certain institutions. For each of the 2 -Tend not to trust
following institutions, please tell me if you tend to
3 -DK
trust it, or tend not to trust it?
9- Inap. (not asked in Norway - 15 in V8)
(READ OUT)
Q.59_10 The (NATIONALITY) Parliament
ISSP 1991
v20
Q.11
1- Complete confidence
Tr_parli
ISSP 1998
v20
How much confidence do you have in ... (Please tick 2 -A great deal of conf.
ISSP 2008
V14
one box on each line) Q.11a The (country)
3- Some confidence
parliament?in Philippines (RP):Q.11a_RP Senat?
4- Very little confidence
International
in Russia (RUS):Q.11a_RUS Supreme Soviet of the
5- No confidence at all
Social Survey
USSR in United States of America (USA):Q.11a_USA
8- Can t choose
Programme
U.S. Congress
9- No Answer
In such surveys as AFB Round1, EB 1983, EB 1989, EB 2004, ISSP 1985, ISSP 1989, ISSP 1990, ISSP 1996, ISSP 2006, ISSP 2009 – the question about trust in
parliament was not found

